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Kenneth Winebrenner Brings
Glass Staining To Longwood
By LISA CUMBEY
Do you think of stained glass
windows as being used primarily
in churches? If so, you should
become aware of the fact that
glass staining is a prominant art
form these days, and is becoming
more and more popular in the
modern world. It is a rapidly
growing hobby among crafts
enthusiasts. True, its origins
began with church windows and
other religious productions — the
earliest known being the
Wissembourg Disk with the head
of Christ, in the late eleventh
Century. But now, more and
more modern homes are
including stained glass windows
in the initial interior plan, and

many restaurants, cafes, and the
like feature stained glass
windows. Greater numbers of
people are anxious to learn this
craft than ever, but teachers are
short in supply.
The intriguing art of glass
staining will be explained and
executed here at Ixmgwood on
Wednesday. November 2, by
designer and craftsman Kenneth
Winebrenner. There will be a
lecture-demonstration at 7:15 p.
m. at Bedford Auditorium, in
which Winebrenner will discuss
the history of stained glass from
its mysterious origins to
contemporary applications in
Virginia. Also, a workshop will be
held on the same day from 9a.m.

to 3 p. m., where he will give a
slide-lecture presentation and
demonstration, and participants
in the workshop will create
stained glass objects.
Winebrenner is currently living
in Richmond, where he, along
with artist lister VanWinkle, has
a studio which makes objects in
glass, wood, and metal for use in
home and business interiors. One
of these artists' most recent
major creations was a 16-foot
wide archway, combining wood,
metal, and glass, for The
Strawberry Street Cafe in
Richmond.
Glass staining is an art that,
with practice and skill, anyone
can master. It is simple and
intriguing. If you are one of those
people who complain, "I'm just
not artistic," then this just may
be the art for you.
Kenneth Winebrenner works on his stained glass design.

Gym Plans Displayed And Questions
Answered At Press Conference
By CERESA HANEY
A very informative press
conference was held in the Gold
Room on October 27. Discussion
of the installment of intercampus
telephones was at the top of the
agenda. These phones are to be
used, free of charge, when calling
from one place on campus to
another. It was mentioned that a
phone should be placed outside
the campus police office and one
will be placed in the cabin.
Installation of the intercampus
phones should be completed by
November 7.
Another topic of discussion was
the instituting of an investigative
committee. This committee,
made up of eight members and a
chairman, would investigate
alleged violations for either the
judicial or legislative board. Two
members will investigate an
alleged violation and report to the
committee as a whole. The
committee will then review the
facts and determine if there is
enough evidence to warrant a
trial. Two members from each
class will be elected to the
committee and the chairman will
be elected by the whole school.
The matter of a college

nickname was also discussed.
President Willett stated that the
I.A.C. will consider
ten
recommended names including
Lions, Lancers, Virginians,
Crusaders, Blue Jays, Saints,
Blue Jackets, Cardinals, and the
Fighting Woodies. This list will
be narrowed to three names
which will be presented to the
Board of Visitors for a final vote.
One of the most important
items discussed at the press
conference was the plans for the
new gymnasium and physical
education building. President
Willett explained that the latest
plans represented a number of
revisions from the original plans.
The major changes were in the
dressing rooms, the main gym,
and the auxiliary gym. The male
and female dressing rooms will
both be accessible to the training
room and there will be dressing
rooms for visiting teams. Also,
the seating capacity of the main
gym has been increased to hold
3,200 spectators. And the smaller
auxiliary gym has been doubled
in size and now will have a fullheight ceiling, compared with
earlier plans for a 10-or 12-foot
high ceiling.
The new building will also
contain an "olympic-sized"

swimming pool with six 25 meter
lanes. The pool area will have a
seating capacity for 500 persons
The building will also contain
classrooms.
ticket areas,
concession stands, twenty-two
faculty offices, and possibly
seminar rooms or a professional
library.
A student raised the question as
to whether the entire $4.5 million
for the new building would be
covered by the bond referendum
President Willett stated that it
will cover all but approximately
$1 million. He quickly stated that
the state will probably cover half
of the remaining sum and the
college will only have to pay the
other half million dollars.
Another question raised in
regard to the new building
concerned the availability of
parking space. President Willed
explained that the plans include a
parking area. He also stated that
the campus school parking area
could be used, and that the
expansion of the Wygal and
I-ankford parking areas is being
considered.
If the bond referendum is
passed, construction of the
proposed Building will begin in
March and the building should Incompleted within two years

Inside
Reproduction of Gym Plans (P. 4)
A Palm Reader in Cumberland (P. 5)
Photo by Nancy Cosier
AIRLIFT '77 — Five U. S. Army helicopters landed on Iler Field
Saturday morning to transport 26 R.O.T.C. students to Fort A. P. Hill
for a two-day orientation program.

Camping Feature (P. 5)
Rush Schedule (P. 2)
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Fall Concert Features Music
Of Benjamin Britten
By PAULA JOHNSON
The Department of Music will
present its fall concert, "In
Memorian. Benjamin Britten.'
on Sunday afternoon, November
(>. at 4:00 p. in. in the Molnar
Recital Hall. Wygal Building.
Benjamin Britten was born in
1913 and died December 4. 1976.
Throughout his career. Britten
performed extensively as a solo
pianist, accompanist, and
lonductoi He is most famous for
us '■••'' iliiii ions as a composer.
I':
i published his first
compositions ai 'he age of 21
years, even though he had been
composing since the age of 8
-MIS His first recognition as a
composer came when he was 30
years old with his Fantasy
(Juartet for the oboe and strings.
International fame came to him
with his Variations and Theme of

Frank Bridge Britten is a unique
choral music composer. His most
frequently performed short piece
is "A Hymn To The Virgin." His
most performed piece is "A
Ceremony of Carols."
Britten's style of music was
somewhat eclectic: melodic interest is sustained, rhythmic line
is clearly identified, recurring
characteristics are ground bass
ind variation techniques. In his
i-horal music dramatic lyric
expression is always present.
The music presented in the
concert Sunday will feature
"Fanfare for St. Fdmundsbury,"
a trumpet trio, "Rejoice in the
I-ami),*' sung by the Camarata
Singers. "Folksong Settings from
the British Isles," featuring
various music students, and
"Psalms 150." Norma Williams
and Barbara Berdick will

perform solos, and the Camarata
Singers
will backup Miss
Williams. The Concert Choir will
perform as well as the J. P.
Wynne Campus School Chorus,
directed by Mrs. Cathy
McCanless.
The concert will be presented
to the public at no charge. All are
invited to attend.

SNACK BAR
NEWS

Rush (wives Students
SNACK BAR
SPECIAL
Buy A 16 Oz.
Coke
For 59c
And Keep
The Glass

Photo by Jo Woo

Performance of the VCU Percussion Ensemble last Thursday
evening, sponsored by the Music Department

Dr. May
Interested

St ii fie m Grade Appeal
Established
The facult) of Longwood
College
is
unequivocally
committed to the principle that
t
evaluation of student work
and the assignment of grades is a
responsibility and a prerogative
lo he exercised solely by the
imlr idual instructor, i Much
misunderstanding am! confusion
on the pan of students could be
obviated, should the faculty
follow the already approved
procedure as outlined in section
6.2.G.L a of the Faculty
Handbook. I
Should, however, a student feel
that the final course grade which
he has received was unfairly or
inaccurately awarded, he should
lee the instructor involved, so
that the Instructor may explain to
him why the grade was assigned
as it was
If the student continues to feel
that the grade is unfair, he may
submit an appeal in writuig to the
department chairman (a copy of
which shall go to the facult)
member involved), giving the
reasons for his belief that the
grade should be changed, with
supporting evidence. For grades
awarded in the fall semester, the
written appeal must be submitted
no later than February 1; for

grades awarded in the spring
semester and in summer school,
the appeal must be filed no later
than September 15. Appeals filed
after these deadlines will not be
considered.
Unless
the
department
chairman finds the appeal
patently without merit, he shall
hold a joint consultation with the
student and the faculty member
awarding the grade. If the matter
cannot be resolved, the chairman
shall so advise the Academic
Dean of the college, who shall
then hold a conference with the
student, the faculty member
awarding the grade, and the
department chairman.
Should this conference fail to
resolve the situation, the
Academic Dean shall apppoint a
committee of three faculty
members in the same, or related,
discipline! s) on which the grade
appeal is based, to review all
matters pertinent to the appeal.
The committee shall report its
findings
and
make
its
recommendation to the Dean
The Dean shall then make the
final decision regarding the
appeal, and so advise the student,
the faculty member involved,
and the department chairman

longwood Company
Cl Dancers
presents
the 1977 Fall
Dance Concert
Ncv 3.4.5
7-SCpm. Jarman

In Topology
By LORI DAVIS
"Longwood has been the
friendly, small atmosphere I
anticipated.'* These are the
words of a new addition to the
Math Department here on
campus. Dr. Robert May is from
Chattanooga, Tennessee. He
graduated from Swarthmore
College in Pennsylvania and
received his Ph. D. from
Harvard. He taught at the
University of Utah for 2 years.
Last year he taught at the
University of Tennessee.
At longwood he's teaching
Algebra and Trigonometry,
Caculus, and for the first time,
Consumer Math.
His main interest in his field is
topology, which is a branch of
Geometry. Dr. May plans to
continue keeping up with the
current research in this field
of math and do some research
himself.
He is a member of the
American Mathematical
Association
and
the
Mathematical Association of
America.
He conunents, "I think the
faculty and the programs >n the
math department are welldesigned to provide a good
background
in
applied
mathematics, which includes the
new computer program and also,
in abstract math."

Chance To Meet Creeks
By VALERIE L. GEHRINOF.R
Rush is designed to give girls
an opportunity to meet the
Greeks on longwood campus,
and to become a member of the
sorority of their choice.
This year's rush begins Nov. 7
and extends to Nov. 20. Sign up
for Rush is November 7 thru
November 8 in the New Smoker.
A $3.00 rush fee and a picture of
yourself are required. Then first
round parties begin November 9
and November 10. These give
each girl a chance to become
aquainted with all 11 sororities.
Following first round parties,
on the 15 and 16. each sorority
holds skit parties. Each girl is to
choose the seven sororities of her
choice and attend their skits.
On Friday, the 18. Theme
Parties are given. These are
invitational parties and each girl
may accept only 3 invitationals
from three sororities.
Saturday morning, November

19, inspirationals are held. These
are also invitational, and each
girl accepts only two sorority's
invitations. Saturday afternoon,
Nov. 19, each girl signs
preferential. She chooses, in
order, the three sororities she
would most like to join.
On Nov. 20, girls pick up their
bids and WALK is held that night.
At WALK, behind Unkford, each
girl walks to the sorority of her
choice.
Rush is the time of year when
sororities open their memberships to new people. Facl
and everyone is urged and most
welcome to participate
Eleven Panhellenic delegates
will be available to answer any
questions anyone may have
beginning Monday, October 24.
The delegates will be wearing
navy blue ribbons with 'PanheH"
inscribed on them in white print
for easy recognition.

Library Gallery
November 2 - December 14, 1977
Longwood College Art Faculty

Scholars Program
Receives $40,000
The
Longwood
College
Scholars Program has received a
$40,000 endowment pledge from
Franklin Federal Savings and
Ix)an Association of Richmond.
The $40,000 pledge, $10,000 of
which has already been received
to initiate the program, will fund
indefinitely four scholarships for
exceptionally capable students.
The scholarships, to be awarded
each spring, are in the amount of
$2,500 each, to be used over a
three or four year period.
longwood
Scholars
are
selected after intense screening
of applicants. Those selected are
required to maintain a 3.5 quality
point average to retain the
Scholar status.
Franklin Federal's president,
James B. Bourne, Jr., stated that
funds for scholarships based on

ability, not on need, are
extremely short in most colleges
and universities.
"For this reason," he said,
"Franklin Federal wishes to
make its contribution to the
student who has outstanding
academic ability, regardless of
his or her financial need."
Bourne currently serves as
president of the Longwood
College Foundation, Inc., a nonprofit organization established
for the purpose of securing
private support for the college.
He is also a member of the newlyformed Parents Advisory Council
at longwood.
Bourne's daughter, Ruth,
graduated from Longwood in
1977, and his son, Bryant is a
sophomore at the college.
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Peanuts Livens T.V. Viewing
(harlie Brown Shown A Winner
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Charlie Brown fans finally saw
him as a winner on the television
show It's Your First Kiss Charlie
Brown on October 24.
I/Higwood students monopolized the TV rooms across campus
for the event they have been
waiting for ever since Charlie
Brown first fell in love—him
kissing the little Red Headed
Girl.
The eight students huddled
comfortably in French Parlor
were snacking on popcorn, and
knitting needles stood ready, as
they waited for the show to start.
Judi Stanley remarked, "I like
Snoopy and Woodstock best."
Alice Tucker feels that the
Snoopy cartoon is a "cartoon
everyone can enjoy."
Many TVs in dorm rooms were
tuned in for this special CBS
presentation. Berkley Harland,
seated in her bed remarked about
Charlie Brown's first kiss, "I
think it is definitely a
progression."
Charlie Brown started out in
his typical loser style. He was
sent into the Homecoming
football game with his team
behind by one point to attempt
the winning field goal from the
five yard line. If he made the field
goal he would be the hero and the
Little Red Headed Girl would
think more favorable of him.
Well, guess who is holding the
ball for him. You guessed it...his
m-misis Lucy, who pulled her
usual trick of taking the ball
away as he went to kick it. Thus
Charlie Brown was ridiculed
unjustly
by
his
fellow
teammates.
After Lucy pulled her sneaky
stunt. Katie Trainor, one of the
eight people in Curry's TV room
shouted, "I don't like this

cartoon... It's unfair!"
There was still one highlight
left for Charlie Brown—
escourting the Little Red Headed
Girl to the Homecoming Dance
and kissing her. But even this
blissful thought was ruined for
him by the jibes of the girls, who
said his date would not want to be
tscourted by a failure. Ronnie
Kirtz, another student in Curry
stated that the scene "just shows
how mean little kids are".
All
hostilities
were
momentarily dispelled as the
Ix>ngwood audience laughed at
Snoopy piloting Woodstock
through the air, with his ears
going around like helicopter
blades.
That night, Charlie Brown,
with knocking knees and a
flushed face, finally had his
moment in the sun when he
kissed his idol. The students
offered loud applause at his
feat.
The mood changed again as
Charlie Brown woke up as from a
dream, thinking his adventures
were all done in his sleep.
"What a bummer," roared one
of the students. With a groan
Cindv Smith asked. "Was it
really a DREAM'"
Linus saved Charlie Brown's
day, and the L.C. students'
sanity, by affirming that Charlie
Brown did indeed kiss the
Homecoming Queen. In fact, he
was a big hit at the dance, doing
the "hustle, bump, and chicken"
with all the girls. No wonder
Charlie Brown thought he was
dreaming.
So, in the end, Charlie Brown as
at last proclaimed a hero and
finally attained one of his
highest dreams. Katie Trainor
remarked at the end of the show.
"It's about time he came out on
top."

Snoopy: One Man's Best Friend
He is "lost" without his contact
lenses, "sleeps poorly" without a
nightlight, and keeps his paws
crossed "to ward off vampires"and cats, which really scare him
more. He gets tied in knots when
he attempts to jump rope. Stagefrightened, he once made his
understudy take over in an iceskating competition at the last
minute. And, although his
recurring illusions of greatness
rarely allow him to admit it, he
deserves his reputation for
helping his team lose baseball
games by the score. But there is
one field in which Snoopy, the
canine cut-up of Charles M.
Schultz's Peanuts clan, wins over
all the "person Peanuts."
According to his creator,
Schulz, "Snoopy is the easiest
character to draw and possibly
the most fun."
The bumbling beagle title star
of "Snoopy, Come Home."
highly-acclaimed Charlie Brown
movie special, to be rebroadcast
Saturday.Nov. 5 (8:00-9:30
p.m.,ET) on the CBS Television
Network, has all the ingredients
of a perfect Peanut—on the
drawing board, that is.
"From the standpoint of an
artist, a really good comic-strip
character is not only fun to draw
and inspiring to imagination, but
is, by the very nature of its
personality, a creator of its own

situations" says schulz.
"Snoopy is flexible, and it
really doesn't matter much if the
nose gets a little too long or
short," continues the creator of
the dogmatic dog. "He still
retains
his
unmistakable
identity."
"And Snoopy is full of ideas. He
gets them so fast that I can
hardly keep up with him."
Linus, the thumb-sucking
philosopher of the famous little
group, is another of Schulz's
drawing-board favorites.
"I enjoy drawing his hair,"
says the artist-writer about the
clans Peanut Plato, "especially
when
Lucy
has
shouted at him and it flies up
straight, or when he gets those
wild expressions. I jnus gives me
a lot of ideas."
There is only one drawing
board troublemaker- the most
well-known and well-meaning
Peanut in the package, poor little
Charlie Rrown.
"Oddly enough, that little
round head is a problem,"
confesses Charlie's creator. "As
my hand goes 'round and 'round
with the pen, it runs into the wet
ink."
But it all evens out in a way
because Charlie Brown doesn't
wear contact lenses, sleeps fine
without a nightlight and really
doesn't worry about vampiresor cats.

Peanuts Adds Thanksgiving I lax or

SUN
MINI-CONCERT
Michael Johnson
NOV. 5

8PM

Gold Room
FREE

4

V

C

SNACK BAR NEWS
Friday Afternoon
Club
Free Music, Chips,
And Pretzels

Snack Bar

4 6PM

JR.
RING DANCE

The Peanuts add some rather starts when Peppermint PattyNOV. 4 -9:00-1:00
unorthodox ingredients to invites herself and assorted other
little
nuts
to
Charlie's
place.
America's oldest holiday before
The big-hearted title star is too
going 'over the river and through
polite—or
"wishy-washy" as they
the woods" to Charlie Brown's
grandmother's comdominium for call him -to refuse her. So with
CRIMSON
a traditional celebration, on "A his standby, Linus, the slightly
Charlie Brown Thanksgiving," questionable help of Snoopy, the
Emmy Award-winning animated Peanut beagle, and the dog's
special to be rebroadcast "secretary," a bird of a different
Monday, Nov. 21 (8:00-8:30 p.m.. feather named Woodstock,
5.00 COUPLE
ET) on the CBS Television Charlie Brown devises the most
novel Thanksgiving menu since
Network.
3.00 JR. & DATES
By CINDY CUMMINS
1621.
The
story,
which
is
concocted
before an audience than other
The
quiet
hum
of
And not only do the Peanut
around
a
rather
novel
conversation and
smoke music she said, "No,...it's much Thanksgiving meal of popcorn, guests have a happy, haphazard
scented air seemed to indicate easier because I know my stuff potato chips, jelly beans, garden party of sorts, they also
Semiformol
better...I'm
more
comfortable
just another night at the snack
buttered toast and ice cream discover that the holiday is for
with it. Her motivation for
bar, then came "Twinkie;;
served around a ping-pong table thinking and thanking as well as
writing she said was life
i her last name is Plant > and
in Charlie Brown's backyard. for eating.
experience—things she wants to
with a few short announcements
share with others. Did she try to
and a brief introduction, the
convey anything through her
evening was transformed into
music? "Definitely, when I sing
something different; last
major here at Longwood,
my own music...other music I
Friday night was Open Mike
proved himself accomplished
sing mostly for enjoyment."
night.
both at playing the guitar and as
Dave
Wilson,
playing
Denis Helms and Lester
a
singer. He began with James
Cruise opened the night's excellent guitar, began with a
Taylor's,
'Fire and Rain." and
entertainment with a little little Crosby, Stills and Nash.
then
did
Mike Murphy's,
Firefall, both displaying a great Obviously at ease before an
'Wildfire."
The
audience was
audience, Dave's eye contact
deal of musical talent and
lively when he did his version of
was almost as interesting to
versatility. Denis, who was lead
"Dead Skunk in the Middle of
singer showed an amazing watch as his music was to listen
the
Road". Later, he and
adaptability to all types of to. Regarding the audience with
Charlotte
Combined talents to
music. Joined by Lester's the hint of a smile which seemed
do
"Father
and Son" by Cat
harmony and guitar playing to say "enjoy me" Wilson
Stevens.
The
question is now.
they made quite a successful continued with a song from
'What
mysterv
person in the
team. Together they took E.L.P.—"From the Beginning"
audience
did
Hank
dedicate "The
us"...back to place that's far and written from Neil Young's
Wedding Song to?"
away..." with some Dave Harvest Album.
The night entertainment
Mason, did some foot tapping,
Craig White also singing and
closed
on a high note when
hand clapping Charlie Daniels, playing and playing the guitar,
Norman
Harris, Charlie Mason,
then moved on to "Dog Day brought a change of pace by
Hank
Dahlman
and Dale Roller
Afternoon," the Eagle's, "life adding a pleasing country sound
joined
to
play
some
Blue Grass
in the Fast I^ne" and finished to the songs he played and sang.
music
that
brought
instant
with the slow Mississippi beat of Picking up the beat with a
audience participation. looking
"Black Water" by the Doobie Dylan tune that had running
around the room, I realized that
Brothers.
lyrics, it made one wonder if
the
crowd
had
grown
Charlotte Williamson, the Craig had learned the art of
considerably—well,
it's
hard
to
only female performer of the singing wnnout Dreating. He
keep
a
good
thing
quiet
isn't
It?
night, added an original touch then did Roberta Flack's
As Dave Wilson had lyrically
by singing and playing on the "Killing Me Softly" and a song
put
it earlier: "...you see, it's all
guitar, several original pieces by John Pryne. His guitar
clear, you were meant to be
that she herself had written. playing ability only enhanced
Photo by Dave Phillips
here..."
You were right Dave, it
When asked if an original piece his performance.
Craig White performs in S-L'N Open Mike Nite.
was an enjoyable evening.
Hank Dahlman, a music
of music is harder to perform

Open Mike Offers Talent
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Phys. Ed. Complex In Detail
By BRIDGET SCHERZ
A new floor plan for the
proposed Physical Education
Buildup has been drawn up
reflecting certain provisions for
the handicapped and the
changing
orientation
of
Ixmgwood as a co-educational
titution In lieu of these new
ands. the original plans
drawn up in the early 70's have
become obsolete.
According to Dr. Peale, vice
president for the administration,
additions in the layout of the
structure include a weight
training room, expansion of the
;,IIY '• , gym, and additional
capacity in the mam
gymnasium to seat 3,200 people.
In speaking of the gym surface,
Dr. Peale notes that the selection
of flooring material will be
chosen in anticipation of "various
alternative activities" such as
tennis, and concerts.
The pool, 25 meters long with 6
lanes, in Dr. Peele's opinion,
"will be more than adequate."
He feels that the l* million
dollars required to expand the
facility by two additional lanes
could be better used in the
purchase of "more pressing
equipment." The diving well is
also "not capable" of state
meets, lie observed.
Designated
as
"site
development", the project will
also include five tennis courts
adjacent to Iler Building. They
will be surfaced in materials
similar to those used in Barlow
('ourts. Parking area for 110 cars
will be constructed on campus.
Dr Peele stressed that the new
building is an academic one,
providing general educational
pace' and is not a "fieldhouse."
The four and one-half million
dollars is anticipated from the
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passage of the bond package, the
remaining 1 million will come in
part from the state and college
resources.
Should the bond pass as hoped,
bidding will take place "very
soon
after
Nov.
8th."
Construction, which would take
approximately two years under
optimal circumstances, would
begin March 1.
Dr. Peele concluded this
interview by reminding students
of the necessity of their support of
the bond, "don't assume others
will do your part for you."

FROM THE EDITOR
As election day nears, it is imperative that
absentee ballot! be placed in the mail now, to ensure
ih.it the> will arrive in time to be tabulated.
With liist minute bond questions arising, most
were answered at the press conference last week and
are published in one ol the two articles. The latest
revisions of the gymnasium plans have been
displayed; ;i copy of the plans has been printed on this
page
Phase keep in mind that the bond package is a
. »ii partisan issue
The Virginians for Bonds
headquarters in Richmond has released the following
itatements from both gubernatorial candidates. Both
support the bond package.
John Dal ton:

"I am firmly convinced that this is a responsible,
financially sound way of providing badly needed
facilities. Since the inflation rate in the construction
industry is twice the interest rate that will be paid on
the bonds, this means the longer we wait to build, the
greater will be the burden on state finances. The
yearly repayment on the bonds amounts to less than
one per cent of the annual state budget and the bonds
can be repaid without increasing taxes to do it."
Henry Ho well:
"This is the most economical money that anybody
will borrow for capital expansion and, in my opinion,
it's good business to invest now in the future of
Virginia If we wait for inflation to jack the prices up, I
don't know when we will be able to afford these needed
improvements. I'm working affirmately wherever I go
urging my friends and neighbors to vote 'yes' on the
entire bond package on November 8th. It's good
business for all of us in Virginia."

SCALE
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LETTERS

On The Varied Life

Wot Thanks

To the Student Body,
The H2o Club would like to
express our thanks to the student
body for coming to our shows
during Oktoberfest!
The audience were so receptive
and
made us feel so good. We
possessed of an outgoing
thoroughly
enjoyed putting on the
personality, is very attractive
performances
for everybody, and
and has the well known Farrah
Fawcett ultra-bright smile. we wish we had had the energy to
However, when called upon, she put on another show!
Because of everybody's
will often say "I already have a
support
the H2o Club feels that
date for the week end" and
this
Oktoberfest
was one of our
"honest, I'm not lying! I always
best
shows.
We
are
so glad you,
have dates five weeks in
advance." I have asked for state the student body, enjoyed the
funds with which to study this performances. Just wait till the
intriguing phenomenon more spring show!!
Thank You,
extensively.
Patti
K.
Chapman
(4.) The prep. We all know this
i
President
of
the
H2o
Club)
one. Prepiness is a state of mind
which induces very stringent Oktoberfest. . . Spirit
standards of dress. Typical of the
female are: topsiders, khakis, a
Although one October week end
thin plastic belt, the Izod rugby per year is chosen by Geist to be a
shirt and a sweater tied around Blue and White festival, the spirit
the neck. For the male, attire of cooperation and fun can be and
remains basically the same often is overlooked during the
except for the addition of a three- competition of the week end.
stripe two-tone belt. Males also, However, the predominant theme
for some reason, tend to shun the of Oktoberfest der Geist, 1977,
sweater around the neck. was spirit.
Females are abundant here on
The whole festival was
campus but the male of the successful because of the energy
specia tends to reside at and enthusiasm of the entire
Hampden-Sydney where the Ix)ngwood College community.
climate is more favorable to their The skits, booths, and all
proliferation.
performances on Saturday were
((5.) The head. The head, of a high quality due to the
despite his relatively ococcuouc
support and contribution of every
behavior, remains one of the
department. This is the
more harrassed specie here at Oktoberfest spirit which Geist
Longwood. The head walks seeks by sponsoring the event
around in an almost continuous and choosing the meisters and
daze and suffers from the ushers. This is the Blue and White
delusion that no one else can spirit which CHI promotes and
smell his pot. Suitemates have encourages.
been known to complain that
Obviously, CHI does not have
their toilet has "been turned into the opportunity or power to
a giant bong" but other than that commend every individual
their suitemates are "entirely involved in spreading the
sociable when able to speak."
Oktoberfest spirit. We must be
Due to the printing deadline satisfied in merely thanking the
this is all I've been able to college community for a
compile but I hope to bring forth successful and spirited week end.
further updates in the future.
CHI of 1978

Forms At Longivood
Ry DAVE PHILLIPS
One of the purportedly unique
things about college life is the
varied number of different people
one meets. Upon analyzation of
this hypothesis, however. I have
discovered that the student body
of I-on g wood College can be
broken down into five or six
distinct phyla. After weeks of
research and study I shall now
reveal my findings:
11 i The high school student.
This is one specie of student
which seems to flourish on
I/)ngwood's campus. They can
often be seen wandering
aimlessly about salivating from
the mouth. Upon reaching the
vicinity of a CHI symbol they are
overcome by a mindless passion
to push some one into the center
of it. The ramifications of this act
are not yet fully understood but it
is thought that it might be some
type of foreplay to the mating
ritual. This takes place every
week end when the entire specia
migrates back to its old high
school.
(2.) The would-be jock (joke).
This is one of the more pathetic
examples which exhibits itself on
I Amgwoods campus. Not involved
in any
athletic
activity
whatsoever, the would-be jock is
often seen cavorting around in a
spotless and very chic warm-up
suit. The reason for this
seemingly natural affinity
toward the warm-up suit remains
uncovered despite intensive
research still going on in the
field.
(3.) The female day student.
This specie is exceedingly rare
but due to several fascinating
aspects deserves a phylum of its
own. The typical member is

: I
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Residing In Cumberland
By Margaret Hammersley
looking into my palms, the
dark haired lady spoke in a soft
tone . . . she clasped my hands
and a smile came across her
amiable face.
The 37 year old woman, wife
and mother of four, is a palmist
now residing in Cumberland
Courthouse, Virginia. Doris, a
native of Athens, Ohio, has been
aware of her psychic powers
since she was seven years of age.
One of seven sisters, all of whom
have the power, she states that
the power is "God Given" and is
passed from her mother to
herself. Mrs. Doris claims that
her eldest daughter, aged 17, has
the power, and senses that her
other two daughters have the
power.
A Greek orthodox, Mrs. Doris
accredits witchcraft and voodoo

to the devil. She feels that her
own powers originate in, and
extend only through this worldly
realm. She comments, "To reach
the beyond - I will not do that."
She adds. "I'm skeptical about
going beyond God's power."
The innate power allows Mrs.
Doris to "Sense the future and the
past as it comes into the hands."
As many people go to the palmist
out of curiosity, she can sense
that, yet it does not block any of
her feelings. She feels palmistry
is a "positive thing, if you
believe."
Mrs. Doris has no power with
which to read her own future,
"It's not within me to know my
own, only God knows mine." She
states that another reader could
see the past and future, vet she
adds that her religion will not
allow her to have her palms read.

Neither can she read the palms of
her children or husband, "A
power forbids."
Before coming to Cumberland.
Mrs. Doris lived and worked in
South Carolina, and in New York.
Why Cumberland? "I had a
vision, or a feeling; I was told to
come here by an inner voice."
After a little over a month's
residence, the family finds the
peace and quiet agreeable.
Mrs. Doris is located in her
private horn2 on Route 60 west,
approximately 18 miles outside of
Farmville, at Cumberland
Courthouse. She is open from 8:00
a.m. 'till 10:00 p.m. daily. As a
discount to Ixmgwood students,
she charges only $3 for a full life
reading. Readings will be
confidential.

i can sense the future and the past as it comes into the hands."
Photo by Nancy Cosier

Looking At What Is To Be Seen

Punk Rock Comes To
U.S. Via England
By JANTURNER
"I hate you!" screams Johnny
Rotten during a I^ondon concert.
The lead singer of The Sex Pistols
entices his audience with fourletter words and his torn clothing.
Unfortunately, the British
establishment rebels against
their vulgar performances and
bans them from radio, concerts,
and nightclubs. But are they
worried'.' Why no! Their recently
released single called "God Save
the Queen" is a best selling
record.
A group known as The Germs
decide to liven up the evening by
smearing peanut butter all over
themselves while performing in
West Hollywood at The Whiskey.
This certainly isn't your average
American disco music - it's
something entirely different —
and it has already taken in
millions of fans. This music
happens to be called Punk Rock,
and as Promoter Sidney Drashin
says, "It's everywhere."
Actually, punk rock is believed
to have been revolutionized by
the Rolling Stones in the early
1%0's. They wore what was at the
lime 'mod" clothing and
"wierd" hairstyles. I^ead singer
Mick Jagger forcefully defined
the Stone's image as a hostile,
aggressive, yet sensuous group.
Carl Betz, author of The Story of
Rock remarked that the Stones
"promoted a kind of cultural
shock when they reached the
United States. England had
already developed a rock scene of
its own." Mr. Woods, a rock critic
who has worked with The
Washington Post in the early '70's
and with popular music and radio
in Japan said, "The Stones were
the first to cultivate that stage
presence. I guess it is true that
they were the first."
Punk musicians haven't been
associated with the upper class.
"The Rolling Stones definitely
were not," said Carl Betz. "Their
songs dealt with social norms
inhibiting individual freedom.
The greatest subject in their
songs was alienation from
society." Mr. Woods commented
that punk rock "is primarily an
English phenomena. It's an
expression of rebellion by the
working class and unemployed
English kids. There are
uneducated and unemployed
youths who are pretty discontent

with their welfare state. In the
U.S. they aren't as valid. That
doesn't mean there aren't any
social problems."
"Says Johnny Rotten: "The
millionaire groups were singing
about love and their own
hangups. That's stupid. You don't
sing about love to people on the
dole." Punk most certainly says
anything and everything. It holds
nothing back. As the Sex Pistols
chant, "God save the Queen-She
ain't no human being."
Yes, punk rock has been
flourishing in the United States,
and for over a year or so in fact.
Kids are bumping and grinding to
its sounds in places like CBGB's
in New York, and at The Whiskey
in West Hollywood. Punk has also
invaded Florida. The audience,
as well as the musicians flaunt
themselves in tattered clothingdt.iberately torn. According to
the fad. the rips are usually
joined with silver or gold safety
pins. Baggy pants with a direct
connection between fly and
pocket is yet another style. Hair
is often heavily greased in
I-ondon, and colored brightly in
orange, blue, or green. Perhaps
even two-toned. Aside from
keeping rips from popping open,
it is in vogue to also wear the
safety pins in place of pierced
earrings. High-fashion designers
have even started creating punk
•chic."
The Wierdos, Dictators,
Stranglers, and the Damned are
other various punk groups. It has
been said that a new person has
arisen who just might become the
Mick Jagger of punk, Richard
Hell. When asked who he thinks is
America's number one punker,
Mr. Woods replied "Root Roy
Slim and The Sex Change Band."
They've
recorded
two
wonderfully sounding singles
called "Boogie Til You Puke"
and "Christmas at K-Mart."
Mr. Woods remarked that he
hadn't heard enough of punk rock
to determine whether or not it has
any musical value. But others
have, and their opinion seems to
be that it does, despite its
revolting attacks. Some people
have referred to the punkers as
being "a new wave." Sex Pistol's
manager Malcolm McLaren
regards that as "high falutin,"
calling the phrase "estab(Continued on Page 8)

By BRIDGET SCHERZ
"What is a course of history, or
philosophy, or poetry; no matter
how well selected, or the best
society, or the most admirable
routine of life, compared with the
discipline of looking always at
what is to be seen?"
(Henry
David
Thoreau
Walden)
Early one morning last
semester, as the sun and the
prospect of another Saturday to
be spent at I-ongwood caused me
to burrow deeper into the
ribcorded amnesty of my bed, I
was lured from my blanket
knarled resting place by a
curious dragging sound just
beyond the door. Ruling out the
possibility that MacDonald's had
ai last reconsidered and would,
on contract, deliver some kind
of Morning Mac, I staggered
outside to investigate the
commotion. There, instead of
someone erecting a styrofoam
monument of Egg MacMuffins,
were by two suitemates Barb and
Gwen socking arms full of
sleeping gear, saltine crackers
and soda bottles into a corner of
the suite. Getting a "Nay" vote
on my guess that they were
practicing for some strange new
brand of Civil Defense drill,I
learned that they were preparing
for an overnight expedition to the
Cascades, a riverside trail not far
from Blacksburg. Pointing out
my potential usefulness as a
guide (I had gotten a C in
Astronomy the year before, and
given a dark sky and a few hours,
there was a strong chance that I
could find the North Star) and the
fact that I was the sole possessor
of a cooler, I was appointed into
this legion of two. In a bold
renunciation of indoor plumbing
and the week end salad bar, I
heaped my sleeping bag and a
pair of Frankenstein-stitched
thermal underwear into the
ever growing mound in the
corner.
My romantic vision of "hitting
the trail" were borne true only in
the literal sense as we stumbled
up the 2 mile climb to the mouth
of the falls. Sporting an aray of
Safeway grocery bags, (which
later fulfilled their claim to
recycleability by progressively
decomposing enroute and even
more so "exroute" on the way
out) a 6-packed carton of drinks,
and a textillian confusion of extra
clothing, we looked more life
refugees from a garage sale than
my conjured pictures of I^ewis
and Clarke, Having begun our

ascent late in the day, our pauses
to look down from the trail to
compare the effortless rush of the
water below, to our own hard-felt
climb were fewer and farther
between. Walking single file past
kakied Tech students gliding
easily down the path, sweaters
tied around their necks with a
meticulous air of casualness.
Barb was led in the dimness of
the late afternoon by the
styrofoam chirping of the cooler
which Gwen carried ahead of her,
and 1 by the swish of Barb's pink
blanket dragging along on the
dusty trail.
An eighth of a mile from the
mouth of the falls we struck our
first clearing, and dubbing it
"campsite" we laid our
fragmented heaps of gear
alongside a flat rock that was
later to become our fireplace
Remembering the thunder that
had become almost as familiar to
us as our heartbeats in the
concentration of the climb, we
scrambled up onto some boulders
there and witnessed the
unceasing pouring of the falls
below. Called the "Horseshoe
Falls" their waters tumble
furiously from ledge to mossslimed rock spilling into a Ushaped pool at their terminus.
Like a polished lens the (aimed
areas of the pool magnify a
luminous pine green and brown
bottom like tarnished pennies in
an old park fountain.
As the fraternity cheers and
brew-inspired war whoops of the
day hikers were slowly taken
over by the rustling of leaves and
underbrush by the forest wind
and the tiny creatures that exist
in its accord, we turn our
attention to the chore of
assembling a camp. As gwen had
held the office of Fire Warden at
school Barb and I thought that it
was a natural assumption,
although, as it turned out. not a
very fair one, that she should
somehow be unusually adept at
producing a speedy and
athestically admirable carnpfire.
Sensing our dependance on her
and our growing uneasiness as
the sphere of visibility began to
circumscribe itself closer and
closer around us, she talked of
the elements of a fire, of the
necessity of drafts and of piling
kindling like little teepees as she
coaxed her numbing fingers to
become nimble to the task
Identifying less and less with the
principles involved in being able
to initiate a fire with a few slivers
of dried wood and a single match,

Paranoia became our most
natural diety as she invoked us to
sacrifice one of our grocery bags
to the Keeper of the Flame
Before long the flame licked out
tongues of red and gold into the
cold night air around us
We cranked open a bottle of
soda and wrapped biscuit dough
around sticks which we stuck into
the fire in celebration of our new
found warmth. Gwen twirled her
doughy stick in and out of the fire
which resulted in a neal conchshaped iusquit while a less
observant Barb ended up holding
something that resembled a
charred, gooe)
parachute
suspended over the yawning pil i
of hell 1 think the Keeper if the
Flame must not have been full)
appeased
because
mine
ultimately joined the grocery hag
to round out the evening's
sacrifice.
layering on our extra clothing.
we sweatered and snorkeled
ourselves into immobilit) as we
waddled toward and finally rolled
into our sleeping bags. Fatigue
eventually was victor over our
apprehensions about sleeping in
the "wilds" and before lone, we
traded our warj consciousne
the darkness around us for the
subconsciousness behind our
During the nighl I awoke
sensing the strangeness ol the
place to find that the tin had
ebbed down to a pile of glowing
cinders. Groping around in the
moonlight I searched for sticks
hoping only half under mj breath
that those I grasped wouldn't
squirm. Coaxing the embers with
breath and fuel, I felt the
warm rush r>| beat and
satisfaction as the fire resumed
Its former stance. As I stretched
backward on the rOCfc I saw
through the circular clearn.;' in
the trees, fragments of the
constellations. Being aware of a
few of the most common ones I
sensed the positions of their
unseed stars obscured by the
branches of the trees. It occurred
to me then, amongst our
makeshift, lumpy community of
sleeping bags and bedroll, that
what you know is important only
as an indicator of all that you
don't know. And becoming aware
of the incessant pounding
of the waterfall, hearing the
individual splashing of the water
from rock to rock also says
something about the distinction
you always hear about between
listening and hearing, and seeing
(Continued on Page 8)
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Hockey Team Hosts TourneyLooks Forward To Nationals
The I-ongwood hockey team
journeyed to ODU last Tuesday.
I tespite the steady drizzle which
lasted throughout both games,
Longwood returned home with
double victories.
Juli Dayton scored the only
varsity goal in the 1-0 win. The JV
also had a narrow victory with
Donna Deals, Debi Kinzel, and
Jackie Steer each scoring a goal,
making the final score 3-2.
The team hosted a small
tournament Saturday, Oct. 29.
The visiting teams participating
were University of North
Carolina at Greensboro and the
Richmond Club.
Longwood's first opponents
were UNC-G. The game ended in
a 2-2 tie, with Juli Dayton and

Terry Voit each having a goal.
Goalie Terri Smith was able to
keep UNC-G from going ahead in
the game, by stopping a flick in
the penalty stroke.
That afternoon, the Richmond
Club took on UNC-G, winning 1-0
in the equally matched game.
The highlight of the game came
as Longwood played the
Richmond Club and against their
coach, Denise McDonough, who
played for Richmond. The L.C.
varsity had a chance to use their
varied hockey skills on their
coach. Unfortunately the Club
was able to get their revenge on
last year's L.C. win over them by
taking the game 2-1. Terry Voit
scored the single Ixmgwood goal.
Coach
Dee
McDonough

0\

believes that ODU was the 'best
game we've played." She added
that her team shows a great deal
of teamwork and "will be ready
for tournaments."
Coach McDonough sees "a lot
of potential" in the JV fcr varsityplayers next year.
Today both teams will travel to
Madison and will stay overnight,
going to Bridgewater tomorrow,
Friday the varsity team will go to
the Tidewater tournaments at
Westhampton.
During her first year at
Longwood, Ms. Donough is
predicting that the L.C. team will
make it all the way to Nationals
Terry Voit (r.) shoots around a
in Denver this month. let's here
VCU
player, while teammates
it for Denver in November!
Cathy Lowe and Juli Dayton
prepare to rush.
Photo by Jo Woo

SPORTS

The
new
Longwood
cheerleaders, Keith Moore,
Christie Balmer, Jack Thomas
and Wayne Conway, discuss their
next number at Saturday's
tournament.
Photo by Debbie Northern

Wrestling Interest Group
To Begin Practice
By CONNIE BARBOUR
<)t greal and increasing
interest to some on the campus of
Longwood College is the
possibility of a IxHigwood College
tling team An interview
with Scott Conkwright provided
answers to the question of the
development of this group.
Responsibility for initiating this
group can he traced to Stuart
Tennant, Assistant Director of
Admissions, ami I.B. Dent
Scott Conkwright has a
hackground in wrestling and has
been assisting with the interest
group. Scott is fn in Virginia
Heach. and he has been wrestling
since the fourth grade. He
wrestled while m high school and
went on to college on a
scholarship He spent one year at
(Oklahoma State and four years at
the University of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill.
Scott now lives in Abilene on his
parent's farm. He teaches
Biology at Randolph Henry High
School and serves as an assistant
coach for football there. Scott
feels that the present interest in
wrestling is "a result of the
school becoming co-ed."
Since the beginning of the

Golf Team Knds
Siirrt'ssfiil Season
B) DEBBIE NORTHERN
The Universit) of North
Carolina Invitational
Tournament held at Chapel Hill.
North Carolina on October 25.
ended the longwood golf team
schedule Seventeen schools from
around the nation were
represented in this :tt; hole
competition
Defending Nation! Collegiate
ChampiOM Florida State and
Runner-up national Champions
were in attendance Kurman
University, Greenville, S C . has
the two time National Amateur
Champion on their team
i Kurman came in second as a
team) Beth Daniels who won the
(Continued on Page 8)

semester as many as twenty-six
students have shown an interest
in the new team. A wrestling mat
wa ordered in August and is due
io arrive this month, after-which
Mini scheduled practices are
hoped to begin. The group is still
in the form of an interest group.
Plans are being made to have the
requirements for establishing the
learn on Ixingwood's campus
final by the beginning of the 19787!) school year. Scott has been
able
to
arrange
three
scrimmages for this season
already with hopes of having two
or more scrimmages set up this
year.
A wrestling team consists of 10
members plus backup members.
There are 10 weight divisions
ranging from a 118 pound division
to a heavy weight division.
There are three wrestling
periods. The first period is set for
two minutes, the second for three
minutes, and the third for three
minutes. In the first period the
wrestlers start in a standing
position. The wrestler to make a
take down scores two points. In

the second period the wrestlers
start in a position on the floor, one
on his hands and knees and the
other in what is called a referee's
position. The third period is also
started from the floor position
with the two wrestlers reversing
their holding positions.
Three team points are awarded
for each team member who wins
his match. Six team points are
awarded when a wrestler is able
to pin his opponent. To pin his
opponent he must get him in a
position on the mat in which both
of his shoulders are held down on
the mat for one second.
Scott commented that "it takes
a lot of hard work to be a good
wrestler. A wrestler needs to
have good balance, a lot of
strength and quickness." For
anyone interested in becoming a
member of the wrestling team
they should be running and lifting
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
weights in the universal gym
The
Ixmgwood tennis team
now. For further information you
played
their
final season matches
may contact Scott Conkwright.
Scott's address is: Box 207. Route this week. October 25 they
1. Charlotte Courthouse, Virginia traveled to Westhampton where
they took a commanding 7-2
23923.
victory. On Friday, the team
played a much more experienced
North Carolina state team, losing
9-0. The L.C. team put up a good
fight, but could not pull the match
out against their strong
competition.
Coach
Phyliss
Harriss
remarked that State was an
"excellent team." She feels her
team "played very well" and was
pleased with the Fall season.
Coach Harriss sees her spring
tennis schedule as a "tough, full
schedule," but she feels "sure the
players can handle it."
This fall they will not be
making up the game against
William and Mary, which was
cancelled last Wednesday. Thus
their final season standings are 64.
Individual scores against
Westhampton:
Singles:
Margie Quarles d. Chris
Skinner 6-1, 6-0
Owen Koechlein d. Cindy
Nancy Leiderman returns a shot against N. t. Maie.
Cooper 6-2. 6-3
Photo by Debbie Northern
Teresa Mcl^whorn d. Usa

Tennis Wins Westhampton
Falls To N.C. State
Hayford 6-0, 6-2
Nancy Leidenheimer d. Linda
Swanson 7-6 (5-3). 6-7 (5-3), 6-4
Jill Baccheiri lost to Karen
Joyce 6-3, 6-0
Angie Gerst lost to I^aura
McGuire 6-2, 7-5
Doubles:
Mclxiwhorn and leidenheimer
d. Cooper and Joyce 6-0, 6-3
Quarles and Koechlein d.
Swanson and Hayfore 6-2, 6-3
Fayne and Baccheiri d. Price
and Kormen 6-4, 6-1
Individual scores against NC
State:
Singles:
Margie Quarles lost to
Anderson 6-1, 6-2
dwen Koechlein lost to Green 60, 6-2
Teresa McLawhorn lost to
Suzanne Nirschl 6-3, 6-1
Nancy Ieidenheimer lost to
Ginger I^ancaster 6-0, 6-1
Jill Baccheiri lost to Georgia
Allen 6-1, 6-1
Judi Fayne lost to Carol Knapp
6-3, 6-3
Doubles:
Quarles and Koechlein lost to
Nirschl and Green 6-2, 6-1
McLawhorn and leidenheimer
lost to I^ancaster and Anderson 62, 6-4
Baccheiri and Fayne lost to
Knapp and Allen 6-2, 6-2
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Basketball Seasons Open This Month
By CARLTON WHITE AND
CERBIE NORTHERN
Longwood College men's
basketball season is in progress
under the coaching of Bill
McAdams, new to Ixmgwood this
year. McAdams, who played his
college ball at Penn State, brings
valuable coaching experience to
Longwood. The span of his
coaching career is as follows:
Northern Virginia Community
College; George Mason College;
Austin Pea> State University;
and some high school coaching.
Coach McAdams is very
enthusiastic about the coming
season. Although playing such
teams as Ferrum, Christopher
Newport, and St. Paul's,
McAdams seems to look forward
to mainly the Al Morgan Classic.
The Al Morgan Classic is a
benefit game sponsored by the
Bendix Corporation of Ix)uisburg,
West Virginia in memory of
Coach Al Morgan, a coach who
dedicated fourty years of his life
to high school basketball. The
game will be a single benefit
game against Concord College at
Green Briar High School, which
has a seating capacity for two
thousand people. This event will
be an annual affair for
IiOngwood, next year being a
fourteen team tournament.
Patterned plays are the
nucleus of the offensive game of
this year's squad. McAdams
describes basketball as a "game
of patience" and believes in
tedious defensive basketball. The
development of a strong passing
game, aggressive man-to-man
and zone defense will be the key
to success for a team with
I-ongwood's height disadvantage.
An introduction to the players
at this junction is appropriate.
Starters
Kevin Newton: 6'5", Guard('enter, Kempsville High —
Virginia Beach. Average: 17 pts.,
15 reb., Comments: "Good
basketball sense "
Byron Bracey: 6'3", Forward.
Hermitage
High
School.
Average: 13 pts., 11 reb.
Comments: "May be best overall
player; has a soft touch, Plays
team ball."
Mike Hamilton: 6'4", Forward,
Parry McCleur High School —
i All District and All Regional
team1. Average: 16 pts., 14 reb.
Comments: "Team strong man;
keen sense of playing around
basketball."
Jimmy Yarbrough: 5'8",
Guard, longwood spcond year
men.
Average:
22
pts.
Comments: "Quarterback of
team; spark play; point guard."
Greg Gilliam: 6'2", Guard,
longwood second year man.
Average: 12 pts., 7 reb.

Comments: "Adds height to back
court, very quick."
Earl Witcher: 6'5", Center.
Kempsville High — Virginia
Beach. Average: 14 pts., 10 reb.
Comments: "A lot of finesse "
Eric Benjamin: 6S3", Forward.
Comments: "Strong forward,
comparitive to Mike Hamilton."

entire student body, faculty, and
community.
The men's season begins
November 25 in the Tipoff
Tournament which will be held at
Christopher Newport or Virginia
Wesleyan. The first home game
is November 29 against St. Paul's
at 7:30.

Twenty Nine
Players
Try
»
•
Out For

H omen's
Basketball
Around 29 players tried out for
the 23 spots on the 1977-78
women's basketball roster.
Coach Earlene Ixing says her
young, but very experienced,
team
must
depend
on
aggressiveness and speed since
they only have three girls with
much height, Brenda Fettrow.
Linda Baumler, and Sue Kama.
She feels that the "whole
schedule is a tough schedule." It
includes such teams as UNCGreensboro, East Carolina,
Madison, and ODU. There arc
two tournaments, the High Point
Hound Robin and the Winthrop
Invitational in February. The
team also hopes to go to the
VFISW Tournament at VPI&Sl)
in March.
Coach I-ang feels that to be
successful, her team must have a
strong defense, which will be the
'key to winning." She is also
"working on a running game."
Defensively the team will be
alternating between man-to-man
coverage, the 2-1-2 and 1-3-1

Henry S. Clay: Guard.
Comments: "Very good defense,
fine outside shooter."
Ixiwrence Pleasant: Guard.
Comments: "Young freshman
guard, may be quickest player on
squad,
has
tremendous
potential."
James Braxton:
Guard,
Ix)ngwood second year man.
Comments: "Very patient, quick
guard."
Dale Portney: Forward.
Comments: "Experienced
player, plays good offense."
Brian
Welbaum:
Guard
Forward. Comments: "Quick,
has a good jumper, can go to the
hoop."
Roger
Strong:
Guard.
Comments: "Good outside
shooter, great passer."
David Weaver: Forward.
Comments: "Nice juniper."
Rob Johnson:
Forward.
Comments: "Good hustler,
aggresive."
These are the fine young men
on
Longwood's
squad.
Instrumental in their success this
year will be the support of the

I.A.A. Action
By ALDA BROWN
Due to the recent rain, the finals of tennis intramurals have
not been played but should be completed by the end of the week.
Bowling intramurals are over and the winners are as follows:
Women's singles winner — Kim Cave, runner up - Kathy
Breimann; Men's singles winner Keith Vierling, runner-up Roger Bensenhaver; Co-ed team competition winners
Kim
Cave, Jill Bacchieri, Keith Vierling, Roger Bensenhaver.
Congratulations to all of these individuals.
Both women's and co-ed volleyball intramurals will begin
tomorrow. Inner Tube Walter Polo team entry blanks will be
available by next week and are due back into Miss Price's office
on November 16.
Longwood has been challenged by Randolph-Macon College,
Ashland, to a flag football game on November 9 at 3:00 p.m. The
game is to be played at Hampden-Sydney College.

zones.
She
believes
that
the
scrimmages scheduled next
month with Salisbury State and
University of Maryland, will be
"real learning experiences "
Even though the team has a lot
of new members. Coach I-ang
says the team is working well
together and that her team will
"head for the top." "The girls are
capable of going to the State
Championship." she added
Returning to the team this year
are Seniors Sue Rama, al
forward, and Linda Baumler, al
center. Sophomore forwards
Darlene Douglas, Kittj Hughes
and Mary jane Smith. Sophomore
guards Courtney Mills, and
Sharon "Nick" Nickolson. and
Juniors Ellie Kennedy, as
forward, Cindy Saunders and
Melissa Wiggins as guards.
The newcomers include
Sophomores Dot Foley, at
forward.
Cathy
"Skeet"
Forthuber and Lori Grimm, as
guards. Freshmen forwards are
Molly Hell. Brenda Fettrow,
Cindy Landom. Linda Pullen. and
Nancy Wilson. The freshmen
guards are Janice Arena, Debbie
Head. Marie Steel, and Sherrv
Will.
Team managers are Nanc>
Colella and Sandi (ram. Trainers
are Crystal Lmiberick and
Debbie Brown Scorer is l..n
Morgan
The team is practicing hard
and looking forward to the season
opener at home against Virginia
State College on Novembei

Volleyball
Team Tops

m

Mary

•fiSSSS

Washington
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
I^ast Tuesday the I»ngwood
volleyball team traveled to
Bridgewater, where they topped
Bridge water College 15-6, 15-6
and lost in a three game match to
Eastern Mennonite, 15-11, 8-15, 715.
The next night the varsity team
had two wins. They defeated
Ferrum 15-11, 15-9 and came
from behind to beat Mary
Washington 4-15, 15-4, 15-13. The
last game was a thriller where
L.C. came back from a 10-3
deficit to take the game and
match. The large student crowd
cheered enthusiastically during
this rally.
The JV team defeated
Bridgewater, but lost to both
Eastern Mennonite and Mary
Washington in this week's action.
Coach Carolyn Price said her
team did not play particularly
well against Mary Washington.
She was proud, though, that they
"didn't quit." Coach Price added
that the win over Mary
Washington was an important
conference win.
Today the team will travel to
William and Mary to play against
the Indians and Christopher
Newport College. Both these
teams are in the conference.
Then on Thursday, a home match
is scheduled against Roanoke at
7:30.

w

HUM

Photo by Bette McKinm-y
Katy Rafferty sets the ball in the Mary Washington name.

THIS WEEKS SPORTS ACTION
NOVEMBER
1

Hockey A-3:00
Volleyball A-7:00

2
3
4

Hockey A-3:00
Volley ball H— 6:00

Soccer n-4:00
Riding - Madison
Hockey

7

Volleyball A— 7:00

Bridgewater (2 games i
William and Mary and
Christopher Newport
Madison (2 games i
Roanoke
Lynchhurg
Horse Show
Tidewater Tournament
Westhampton

Lynchhurg and Peace
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Cancer is
often curable.
The fear
of cancer is
often fatal.

Stephens, Deanna Vanwey, and
Punk Rock
Becky Webb this season and I am
looking forward to the spring
(Continued from Page 5)
(Continued from Page 6)
season when the team will lishment language, more deindividual title for the University compete in several invitational
of a new hairstyle
of N.C. Invitational. Miss Daniels tournaments in and out-of-state." scriptive
than anything else." Seymour
shot a 72 and a 73. Terry Mood of
Stein of Sire Records "finds that
the University of Georgia came
the music reflects a mood of total
in second with Stephanie
(Continued from Page 5)
indifference among the young.
Konegay third from the and looking.
They feel they had nothing to do
University of N.C.
The point I guess that I'm with making the world the mess it
Ix)w medalist for I/wigwood's trying to make is that in camping is today, and they're not going to
team was Kay Smith with an 86 and removing yourself from the do anything to make it better
and an 87. Iiongwood's team barrage of civilized noise a because they can't. They come to
placed 13th.
person, if he allows himself to the music for the sake of the
Longwood's overall instate become aware, can learn to music, for entertainment, for
record stands at 7 wins, 1 loss, distinguish, and sort out the getting it on."
and 1 tie, with one out of state pieces of the drone that we
Will punk last? Or will it be
loss. L.C. has scored 77 4 points encounter every day to decide regarded as just another fad, to
compared to their opponent's what these noises are, where they fade away with time? No one
42 'j.
come from and if they are really knows, but some feel that if
As a team, Ix>ngwood won the important.
Elvis Presley and The Beatles,
VFISW State Championship. The
If I've learned anything who were once considered
state championship has been held technically from this experience, corrupt, became legends, then
eight times and Ixwigwood teams it is that I enjoy the sport maybe punk will have the same
have won five of them. This year although I knew very little about success. Mr. Woods remarked, "I
Deanna Vanwey of Longwood it. That following summer I don't think it will fade quickly,
was individual winner, with moved to the Shennandoah but it will have a limited
teammate Becky Webb as valley for a short time and it is audience." No four-letter words
runner-up, making them the there that I good locational are spared, and songs about love
number one and two golfers in the springboard to learn about and sex are sung in detail. As
state of Virginia.
getting along in the woods by Willi (Ix)Co) Alexander, leader of
looking back at the season, reading, talking to veteran and a Boston band says, "Punk looks
Coach
Barbara
Smith novice packers and most of all by right at you and says
commented, "Though we didn't first-hand experience.
In something." What do you think?
play as well as we could have in learning how to handle the
the
University of
N.C. 'domestic'' problems in packing,
invitational, I am very pleased they can become things that you
with the overall performance of consider naturally interested of
the team this fall. Each member neurotically.
of the team, at some point
To find out more information DID YOU KNOW?
throughout
the
season about camping, contact the newly
contributed to the success of the organized Longwood Outdoor VASAP is a statewin-loss record. As the coach, I Group, the Potomac Appalachian wide program
have personally enjoyed working Trail Club at 1718 N. Street, designed to educate
with Janet Clements, Debra Washington, D.C., 20036, or next
Hood, Kay Smith, Penny week's edition of the ROTUNDA. the drinking driver
on alcohol and safe
driving tactics.

Golf Team

Looking

r

Some [>eople are so
;ifraid of cancer they won't
go to the doctor when they
suspect something's wrong
Or even for a routine checkup.
They're afraid the doctor
will "find something!'
This fear can prevent them

from discovering cancer
in the early stages when it is
most often curable
There are over
3.000.000 people alive today
who have had cancer.
If that surprises you. it shouldn't
Cancer is highly curable.

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK

-*

CARTER'S
FLOWER SHOP
711W. 3rd. St.
Farmville, Va.
Phone 392-3151

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

* Main Farmville Office
Third & Main Streets

51 American Cancer Society

* Longwood Office
Across from Hockey Field
FARMV1LLE SHOPPING CENTER
Phonf 392-3515

'Your Flower Headquarters'

J

Fleurette

v.

"Gifts That Are Different
• Jackets — Lined & Unlined
• LC Decals

Flavor Crisp Fried Chicken
Krai Old Fashioned Hamburger
Jax Soft Serve Cones,
Submarines — Hot Dogs
Shakes. Sundaes. Banana Splits

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

j£

PtoM 3*24154

• L.C. Stationery
• Sweatshirts

I.ANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
108 High Street
Farmville. Va.
OPENMON.-SAT.9A.M.-5P.M.

CL0SED

THURSDAY MORNING

MRS. DORIS

J4WSALESC0.
I.ynchburg, Va.

ESP. PAIJV1 READER AND ADVISOR
Advice given on all affairs of life such as love, marriage,
COUTtahip and business transactions of all kinds.
There is no problem so big she cannot solve.
All readings are private and strictly confidential.
Mrs. Doris is located in her private home on U. S. 60, just 2 miles
west of Cumberland Courthouse.
For further information and directions call Mrs.
Doris at 1-492-4571.
Full Life Reading $3.00

Created by Orange Blossom
America's leading
producer of original and
elegant engagement rings
of beautiful simplicity The
exquisite diamond as large
or as small as your desire
and budget In your choice
of white or yellow - 14K or
18K gold. See it today in
our store!
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